Decision-making laboratory computer systems as essential tools for achievement of total quality.
Areas other than the analytical process should be the focus of concern about quality issues in the laboratory because nearly 95% of errors occur at the nonanalytical front and back ends of the testing process. Until now, computer systems have been designed to handle the more predictable aspects of laboratory testing, necessitating that the infrequent and unpredictable data events be handled by manual systems. The manual systems are termed "workarounds" and indeed, because they occur sporadically, they are frequently not handled predictably. Here, I describe and give examples of an expert laboratory computer system that can be designed to handle both predictable and unpredictable data events without the use of manual workarounds. This expert system works in concert with a dynamic database allowing such data events to be detected in real time and handled predictably, thus providing a tool to address quality assurance issues throughout the testing process. The system performs up to 31 separate actions or tasks based on data events that in the past were handled by human workarounds.